
Applied A.I. for Retail
Gain data-driven insights and automate decisions 

end-to-end with ORS RETa.i.L solutions

Using ORS RETa.i.LTM Platform, we are able to create a highly 
sensitive and responsive digital supply chain, to manage 
inventories in real-time and to optimize operations end-to-
end. Buy Anything, Get Anywhere (BAGA) is a disruptive 
solution for automated omnichannel fulfilment to help us 
build superior customer experience and avoid lost sales.
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The Shift from Data to A.I. - supported Decisions

Significant Barriers 
to Data-Driven 
Performance

Easy and non-invasive 
data integration from 
existing legacy systems 
and external data 
sources

Powerful algorithms 
for supporting 
optimal decision-
making

In today’s challenging business 
environment, organizations struggle 
to leverage data to make optimal 
decisions. Multiple data silos and 
increased complexity limit the 
extraction and analysis of patterns 
and insights to drive process 
performance, efficiency and financial 
KPI.

To help companies overcome these shortcomings, ORS has developed a comprehensive 

product suiteleveraging on applied Artificial Intelligence for optimizing all key processes of 

the value chain .

We leverage:

In-memory and other real-time 
analytics software

Smart dashboards and relevant 
external data resources

Proprietary statistical models, 
deep learning and artificial 
intelligence

To:

Extract patterns and drive 
business knowledge

Present results and insights, alerts 
and predictive forecasts

Supporting and semi-automating
(HumanA.I.) decision-making and
operations; optimizing efficiency 

ORS Technologies



Our success and the success of our clients lie in these Platform-partnership-approach

SI & Consultancy 
Partnerships

How We Do it

Partner with Systems Integration 
providers and leading Consulting
Companies to accelerate:
Data Assimilation
Domain Expertise
Customer Intelligence
Systems Integration

Deliver business value to existing 
relationships
Create long-term business impact 
with no upfront investments
Accelerate client time-to-market and 
growth with new solutions

Advantages for Partners

Platform-as-a-
Service (PaaS) 
Partnerships

Accelerate Time-to-Market Using 
PaaS Partners:

Leverage cloud for faster time-to-
value
Launch new applications faster across 
geos

Independent 
Software Vendors 
(ISV) Partnerships

Publish on ISV catalogs as fully 
integrated suite for cross-sell:

Extended licenses on existing ISV 
licenses
Tight integration for shorter time-to-
value
Long-term revenue from ISV 
integrations

But the Other 
Question Is, How?

We’re introducing the ORS Applied-A.I. Platform for optimizing
operations end-to-end across the value chain. Our software 
solution leverages algorithmic intelligence to upport and semi-
automate decisions.

Software Solutions leveraging algorithmic intelligence to 

support and semi-automate decisions

Proprietary statistical models, 
deep learning and artificial 
intelligence

Data Cubes

Data Lakes

Data Collection

ISV Catalog

PaaS & 
Consultancy 
Partnership

SI Partnership



How ORS Applied-A.I.
Platform Works for Retail

The ORS Applied-A.I. Platform helps a well-known U.S. 
fashion company streamline and optimize its operations, 
from manufacturing to omnichannel customer fulfillment.

ORS Platform: Main Solutions & Key benefits Conclusion

ORS supports clients in the 

areas of SI, PaaS, and ISV, 

in partnership with leading 

organizations that help 

accelerate data assimilation, 

domain expertise, customer 

intelligence, systems 

integration, and time-to-

market. By partnering with 

ORS, together we deliver 

business value, drive positive 

impact, and accelerate growth 

by helping organizations 

navigate through the labyrinth 

of complex data sources and 

transform data to decisions.

For more information, 
please contact
sales@ors.group

From manufacturing 
to omnichannel 
customer fulfillment.

Solution

RoboBuyer

Key Benefits

Enable your enterprise to leverage AI and financial portfolio algorithms 
to optimize an enterprise’s purchasing and working capital.

BAGA Combine enterprise big-data and smart algorithms to deliver a 
revolutionary omni-channel purchasing solution that maximizes 
profitability while reducing costs.

Demand 
Planning

Allows your enterprise to leverage enterprise big data, AI and machine 
learning, and our unique Time Series Manager to help organizations 
sense, shape, and serve demand.

Retail 
Analytics

Bring together disparate silos of enterprise data and external data in 
the retail world.

Price 
Elasticity

Use historic sales data and forward-looking forecast data to help 
understand how price changes would influence demand and affect 
margins.

Post 
Promotion

Allow product and service owners to visualize their promotions 
effectiveness to maximize the performance of their overall marketing 
strategies.

Benchmark Offer a platform to quantitatively study the performance of the color, 
style and design of their products in the past across seasons, stores, 
and locations to help retailers understand their stocks better.

StoreScan Enable retail businesses to address the difficulties store operations 
executives face in analyzing the health of their stores with the aim of 
improving operational efficiency

Cluster 
Analytics

Assemble and integrate silo-ed enterprise data by applying deep 
math algorithms, statistical models, and econometrics to business 
processes.
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